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Abstract 

This article discusses an early short story by J. M. Barrie entitled “The Body in the Black Box” (1885) 

in the context of late Victorian gothic writing and the nineteenth-century tradition of the doppelgänger.  

Publication of the story, in the Christmas number of the weekly newspaper Home Chimes, has not 

previously been documented, and the article outlines the contexts of composition and publication before 

offering a close reading of the text. It examines the setting of the story in contemporary London and 

Barrie’s deployment of gothic tropes and imagery, and identifies links with some of the author’s other 

works, including Peter Pan.  The main claim of the article is that, despite its brevity, the story is worthy 

of critical attention because of its original variation on the doppelgänger theme.  With reference to                

other fictional doubles in works by Edgar Allan Poe, James Hogg, Robert Louis Stevenson and others,                    

the analysis shows how, in its narrative technique and through the use of a framing device,                                    

the story reverses the conventions of the doppelgänger tradition by writing the tale from the                   

perspective of the double.  
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On 26 December 1885 a gruesome horror story of little more than 3000 words entitled “The 

Body in the Black Box” appeared in the Christmas number of the weekly magazine Home 

Chimes.  The story was by a young and almost entirely unknown writer named J. M. Barrie 

(1860-1937) whose first published book would not appear for a further two years.                              

Like many writers of his generation, Barrie served his literary apprenticeship in journalism.  

Having been employed as a leader-writer on the Nottingham Journal between March 1883 and                        

October 1884,  he moved to London in March 1885 and made his living by contributing 

sketches, short stories, essays and reviews to a variety of newspapers and magazines.                   

Though under-researched, this body of work is not entirely unknown. For one thing, the 

absence of copyright protection for British authors in the United States allowed American 

publishers to plunder  the material freely and reprint sketches in unauthorised collections.1  

Barrie’s journalism was also of considerable interest to his earliest critics, notably                                      

J. A. Hammerton who included a select list of the Nottingham Journal columns as an appendix 

to his early appreciation J. M. Barrie and His Books (1900), and devoted considerable space to 

the author’s newspaper  and periodical networks in his later critical biography Barrie:                         

the Story of a Genius (1929).  In 1928, in what remains the only primary bibliography of 

Barrie’s work,  Herbert Garland produced a list of periodical contributions that ran to twenty-

four pages but which he freely acknowledged formed  no more than a preliminary record.  

Because of its sheer scale,  Barrie’s periodical writing (much of it unsigned) is unlikely ever           

to be subjected to sustained investigation on its own terms. “The Body in the Black Box”,  

however,  is worthy of critical attention because of its striking variation on the popular fictional 

theme of the doppelgänger.  

  

 
1 Examples include A Holiday in Bed and Other Sketches (1892), A Tillyloss Scandal (1893),                   

Two of Them (1893) and A Lady’s Shoe (1893).  “The Body in the Black Box” was not included in                 

any of these volumes.    
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 Best known for serialising Jerome K. Jerome’s Three Men in a Boat (1888-9),                      

Home Chimes was the first metropolitan magazine to print an article bearing Barrie’s name.  

Published by Richard Willoughby and edited by the novelist F. W. Robinson, it commenced        

as a penny weekly on 2 January 1884 but switched to a self-styled four-penny  “high class 

monthly” in January 1886, immediately after the issue in which “The Body in the Black Box” 

appeared.  Although Robinson secured some famous names, including Algernon Swinburne, 

Coventry Patmore, Bret Harte and William Sharp, Home Chimes, in Jerome’s words,                  

“never caught on … and in the end left Robinson poor in his old age” (Jerome 1926: 3).  

Barrie’s association with the paper did not escape his bibliographer, but Garland lists only the 

six contributions to the monthly format made between March 1886 and July 1887.  There were           

in fact an additional eleven items bearing the author’s name published during the periodical’s 

life as a weekly, dating from 8 November 1884 to 26 December 1885.  “The Body in the                

Black Box” was the last of these, but it was evidently written earlier in 1885.  A manuscript is 

preserved in the Barrie collection at the Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library,                   

Yale University,  which also holds a letter showing that the story was submitted to the               

Cornhill Magazine on 19 June 1885. Barrie’s most recent biographer infers from this evidence 

that the story was “refused by the publishers” (Chaney 2005: 60), but even at this early stage 

of his career Barrie was adept at negotiating the literary marketplace. Submission                                    

to the prestigious Cornhill suggests he held the story in high regard,  but both its length                        

and subject-matter made it better suited to the typical contents of Home Chimes and                      

to the Christmas season.  The expansion of the periodical market in the late nineteenth century 

provided a new impetus for the Victorian vogue for ghost and horror stories at Christmas.                    

In the same week that readers of Home Chimes encountered Barrie’s story, they could also 

have read Robert Louis Stevenson’s diabolical tale “Markheim” in Unwin’s Annual.2 

 Like all good horror stories, “The Body in the Black Box” is a tale where the precise 

events that take place are unclear and the burden of interpretation is thrown back onto                         

the reader. An unnamed narrator who walks the London streets alone watches a figure                

(which he calls “It”) inside a shop, apparently unaware that it is his own shadow. One morning,                       

he observes a young man in a glossy hat enter the shop and frighten the shadow.  The young 

man and the shopkeeper point and laugh at the narrator, and when the man comes out of                     

the shop and mocks him for not recognising his own shadow, he decides to kill him. He stalks 

his victim around London for several days and nights, following him to his lodgings and                    

his place of work and observing him when he visits the home of a young woman.                   

Eventually he chooses the moment to kill him, strangling him and shoving his body into a 

coffin – the black box – that stands against a wall in the office where the young man works.                              

He then assumes the man’s position in life. The story concludes with a report about the 

discovery of the manuscript we have just been reading and an ambiguous statement by a 

landlady which throws into doubt the sequence of events and the identity of the two men in the 

story.  It is in this final twist to the tale that the originality and distinctiveness of the story lies, 

requiring the reader to reassess the co-ordinates of the narrative and, in so doing,                              

to take on board Barrie’s subversion of the  conventions of the doppelgänger tale.  

  

 
2 Published by T. Fisher Unwin, and entitled The Broken Shaft: Tales in Mid-Ocean, this was dated 

1886 on the title page but issued in December 1885. 
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 On a stylistic level the story suggests that Barrie had read widely in the gothic genre 

and absorbed many of its characteristic features.  The opening sentence at once establishes               

the horror mode: “The first time I saw him I made up my mind to kill him” (1885: 566).3  

Suspense is maintained through frequent use of prolepsis where the question becomes,  not 

what will happen,  but how it will happen. The young man is introduced into the story with                

the words  “I can see him still, but he is dead now” (566),  and there is a chilling edge to                       

the narrator’s first mention of the young woman:  “There was a reason why he wanted to save 

his money.  I was glad when I found that out too. I often see her now, and she kisses me.                    

She holds the hands I did it with” (567).  The frequent references to hands and other body parts, 

notably the young man’s neck discussed below, evokes a macabre atmosphere,  and Barrie 

laces the story with gothic imagery – the young man’s glove is the “colour of blood”  and his 

cane  has “a bone handle” (566).  There is also an undercurrent of humour,  most apparent                  

in the account of the murder itself which achieves a darkly comic effect through grotesque 

description:  “I took his head in my hands, my thumbs gripping his chin, and pressed hard;                  

I kept them there till there was no shape in his face and his eyes fell out” (568).  

 The story is also distinguished by its urban setting and precise use of London locations, 

features which make it characteristic of late-Victorian gothic.  In Robert Louis Stevenson’s 

Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde (1886),  published just a few weeks after “The Body 

in the Black Box”,  Soho is perceived in the lawyer Utterson’s eyes as “like a district of some 

city in a nightmare”  ([1886] 2004: 26).  There is no room in this short tale for Barrie                                

to allegorise the city in this way, but the urban environment is nonetheless sharply delineated 

in both its deserted and bustling states: the gas lamps and policemen at night, the grimy shop 

windows, the omnibuses, the barrowfuls of oranges, and the boot-blacks whom the narrator 

becomes convinced are aware of his secret.4  More striking is the careful way in which Barrie 

maps the topography of Bloomsbury and its surrounding districts.  The first encounter between 

the narrator and his victim takes place outside a shop in High Holborn, and the first stage                    

of his shadowing takes the characters – and the reader – along Holborn, first to Furnival’s Inn, 

then “along the Viaduct into Cheapside” (1885: 567), and eventually to King William Street 

where the young man works as a clerk in an insurance office.  The Holborn Viaduct, built                    

in the 1860s, improved transport and pedestrian links between the City and the West End,                   

and one of the effects of the use of real street names is to emphasise the interconnectedness              

of different parts of London.  At another point, when the narrator trails the young man                 

on the latter’s visit to the young woman in Mornington Road (part of the new urban 

development on the northern fringes of the city which grew up in the second half                                        

of the nineteenth century),  he is very exact  about the path taken back to Bloomsbury:                       

“We went down Hampstead Road and along Euston Road and down Woburn Place.  He opened              

a door in Guilford Street, with a latch key, and I did not see him again that night” (567).                     

The location of the young man’s lodgings will prove crucial later on. It also provides a further 

clue as to the story’s likely date of composition. Guilford Street was, very briefly, the site                     

of  Barrie’s  first  lodgings  in  London  when  he  arrived  from  Scotland  on  29  March  1885.

 
3 References to the story are taken from the original publication in Home Chimes (Barrie 1885)                   

which can be accessed on the web via archive.org.  The story has recently been reprinted in Anon:                  

the Journal of the J. M. Barrie Literary Society (Barrie 2020).   
4 The same precise attention to London street names, allied to a macabre plot built around stalking,                  

is a feature of Barrie’s first story published in book form, Better Dead (1887). 
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His first biographer records that he moved “almost immediate[ly] … round the corner into 

Number 8, Grenville Street” (Mackail 1941: 107).  The story was thus probably written shortly 

after Barrie’s arrival in the capital, either in the very street where the young man lodges or                   

in a street next to it.5  It seems likely that the author himself wandered the streets in these early 

weeks,  absorbing the geography  of London’s walkways,  and the main effect of Barrie’s close 

attention to London topography is  to heighten the tension of the reading experience by setting 

the narrator’s sinister pursuit  in an environment that would have been part of the everyday 

experience of many readers of  Home Chimes.  

 If these features are fairly typical of the horror story and the broader gothic mode of the 

late nineteenth century, what immediately stands out in Barrie’s tale is the disturbed 

psychology of the narrative voice.  The opening sentences establish not just the mood of terror,  

but the calm, calculated prose of the narrator which belies the unease that comes from his 

feelings of isolation:  

The first time I saw him I made up my mind to kill him. I never knew his name. I had been in 

every street in London that day, every day and night that week, and no one had spoken to me. 

All the others had people to speak to. There was only one face I knew.  

(1885: 566)  

It emerges a little later on that the face is the narrator’s shadow.  At this early point in the story, 

however, he does not recognise it as such (or pretends not to).  He watches it in a shop window 

drawing comfort from the connection it has with him:  “It was the only thing that took any 

notice of me” (566).6  Significantly, he presents himself as responding to the shadow’s 

movements, not the other way round:  

It was inside a shop in High Holborn, and the first time I saw It It nodded to me. After that I 

used to stand outside and nod back to It, and It beckoned to me to come in, but I was frightened. 

It wore a scarf round its neck; and when any one looked at it except me it covered its face with 

its hands and ran away.  

(566)  

The story thus sets up a classic psychological pattern of split personality.  Devoid of human 

interaction, the narrator projects his fear and loneliness onto a separate bodily form which                

he fails to recognise  as part of himself.  Whenever the shadow is frightened or looked upon       

by others, it covers its face  with its scarf, and once it becomes clear that the narrator has been 

looking at his own form all along, we realise that he is covering his face and running away: 

At night, when every one had gone away, I crept back and crouched down at the window. But 

it was dark. I sat and waited. All that night it rained. When the policeman came I hid in a court, 

for I knew he was looking for me, and when his footsteps had died away I went back. Once the 

moon shone out, and then I saw It again. I tried to speak, but I could not. I could never speak 

to it. I tapped on the window and it tapped back. Then I tapped louder and louder, and it tapped 

louder and louder, until all the houses and all the streets rattled and shook, and I put my fingers 

to my ears and ran away. In the morning I was back again, and still It was there. It was waiting 

for me, and it nodded when I came. I pointed to the shopman and it put its scarf over its face. 

 (566) 

  

 
5 On the Bloomsbury connections in Barrie’s work, see Ashton 2014.  
6 Barrie was to reuse the image of a man taken by “strange fancies … looking at his face in a shop-

window” (1887: 25) in Better Dead, though there only in passing. 
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The narrator’s behaviour here corresponds to Lacan’s theory of the gaze.  The concept 

of the gaze is a fluid idea in Lacan’s work.  Essentially it is used “to formulate the existential 

problem of being looked at by another” and the loss of self-autonomy that comes about when 

the subject is gazed at by another and transformed into “an object of their consciousness” 

(Buchanan 2010).  In shrinking from the knowledge that he has an external appearance,                      

the narrator’s construction of his own shadow as a separate entity allows him to abdicate 

ownership of, and responsibility for, his own fears and actions. He is as much alienated from 

himself as he is from the world: hence why the shadow moves independently of him and                       

in advance of his own movements:  “When I thought the shopman  had forgotten me,  I crept 

back,  and there It was still.  It made a sign to me to go away until the lamps were lighted” 

(1885: 566).  When,  in the next paragraph,  the young man enters the scene, the narrator’s 

anxiety of self-awareness – of falling under the gaze of others – is further projected onto his 

shadow: 

He went into the shop where It was, and I saw he frightened it. It put its scarf over its face. It 

did not nod to me now, but it shook as if he had taken it by the shoulder and was going to beat 

it. He was smiling when I looked at him again, but it trembled all the time, and looked at me as 

if it wanted me to take its part.  

(567) 

 Barrie would return to the idea of the shadow as a dissociated “part” of a being in Peter 

Pan (1904), a text that has proved fertile ground for psychoanalytic critics and for writings                

on psychoanalysis in general.7  In “The Body in the Black Box”, the narrator’s predicament 

can usefully be understood in Jungian terms where the shadow constitutes the “disowned 

subpersonality”  (Stevens 2001: 64) which the conscious ego, through fear, refuses to identify 

as part of its “self”.  Jung’s theories posit that the process of disowning can be conscious                      

as well as unconscious – that the personality traits that make up the shadow can be “hidden”               

as well as “repressed” (Stevens 2001: 64).  Barrie’s story plays out this narrative. Once                

he is confronted, the narrator acknowledges that the projection of his shadow as a separate 

being has not been entirely unknowing: “Yes, I knew it.  I thought it was my shadow all                     

the time. I feared it; that was why I never spoke to it” (1885: 566).  If the shadow represents 

the dark side of the narrator’s personality which he has hidden away from his conscious ego,  

then its call for the narrator to take up its “part” is a call for the evil side of his character                        

to seize the situation. And the story appears to follow through this idea:  

It was my only friend, but I was frightened. I stood at the edge of the window and watched. The 

shopman said something about it, and pointed to me, and I heard him [the young man] laughing. 

It was the laugh of a man who had friends to speak to and to love him. I ran off down two streets 

and round a square, and still I heard him laughing.  

(566) 

When he returns to the scene, and the young man shouts out mockingly  “‘You infernal idiot, 

do you not know your own shadow?’”, the narrator’s resolution is triggered: “Then I thought   

I would kill him” (566). The conscious man does indeed seem to have taken up his                    

shadow’s “part”.  

  

 
7 The “Peter Pan syndrome” was popularised by the psychologist Dan Kiley (1983). See also Meisel, 

1977; Rose, 1984; Yeoman, 1998; and Ridley, 2016.  
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 Significantly, once the narrator has determined on his course of action the narrative 

voice becomes more confident.  The shadow is mentioned again just once in the story.                   

Having taken up its “part”, the narrative subject dispenses with it as the pursuit of the young 

man begins.  Where previously the narrator had been reactive to the movements and actions of 

others, and of his dissociated shadow, he now becomes proactive and calculated:  “All that day 

I debated with myself how I should do it  and when […]  I wanted to think, think, think it all 

out slowly, to plan it so that nothing could come between me and him when the time came,  

and to drag out the days between as long as possible” (567). The mental instability of the 

narrative voice still emerges through the prose, however, and the ambiguity of the narrator’s 

identity and his actions is essential to sustaining the story’s suspense.  Paranoia continues                   

to puncture his self-assurance – he is convinced the “boot-blacks” know “all about it” and jeer 

at him because he is “so long in doing it” (568) – and there is a suggestion of schizophrenia 

when he rings the bell of the young man’s lodgings one night and hears it “clanging                       

in the darkness” (567) for an hour.  A later passage further raises the possibility of a 

hallucinatory mind: 

My landlady tried to get my secret out of me, but I was too cunning for her.  One night when 

he was in bed I went back to my lodgings and opened the door, and she was standing there with 

a candle in her hand.  She asked me if I had been murdering people, and I put my finger on my 

lips and she smiled and then I went away.  She was always there when I opened the door, and 

sometimes I held the candle, and then she put her finger to her lips and I nodded.  

(567) 

The paranoiac personality that Barrie has built up in the narration leads us to question whether 

the landlady’s apparent knowledge of, and possible complicity in, the narrator’s actions exists 

only  in his mind.  

 As the story moves towards its climax, more fantastic elements creep into the                

narrator’s account: he claims to have a cheque for one million pounds at his lodgings and to 

eat “some of my own clothes” (568).  Increasingly we begin to suspect that, if he is not mad, 

he may be a supernatural entity. A suggestion of diabolism is conveyed when he recalls a 

particular night “when there were only the devils and myself in the streets” (567).  More subtly, 

his eeriness is suggested by his inability, or unwillingness, to cross thresholds.  He never enters 

the shop where he watches his shadow, and  he is always observing the young man through 

windows and “waiting for him at doors”.  When he first trails him to the office building, its 

threshold is presented as something he cannot cross:  “He stopped at number 17 and pushed 

open the door with his cane.  Then the door shut and kept me out” (567).  The idea of being 

shut out of spaces and kept beyond thresholds recurs in much of Barrie’s later work, not least 

the various texts of Peter Pan.  In the earliest of these, The Little White Bird (1902),  the infant 

Peter is locked out of his mother’s house – and therefore of the real world – “for life” by the 

“iron bars” on the window ([1902] 2000: 127).  In the later play, and in its prose reworking  

Peter and Wendy (1907), the window into the “real” world of the Darling family house is again  

a symbolic threshold which Peter “breaks through” in the opening scene (1907: 1).                                

This idea seems  to have been in Barrie’s mind from a much earlier stage, for in “The Body in 

the Black Box”  the narrator, when he first attempts to put into effect his murderous plan,             

enters the young man’s lodgings by climbing through his bedroom window. The textual link 

reinforces the notion of the narrator as something otherworldly. When he eventually follows 

through with his intentions,  the threshold is finally crossed – “I did not wait outside this time, 

but went up the stairs behind him and into the office” (1885: 568) – a moment which represents 

the coming together of two previously separate worlds.  
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The mystery of Barrie’s tale of horror thus becomes the identity of the narrator himself. 

Only once does he convey anything about his history:  

At four o’clock they came out together, and I followed them. I did not slouch along the sides 

of the houses any longer, but walked straight like a man who has his business to attend to. To 

look at me you would have thought I was hurrying home to get my tea from my sister’s hand 

and to sit at the fire and talk. I think I used to do that, but I am not sure.  

(567) 

The paragraph continues by expanding on this sudden, uncertain, childhood memory and raises 

the possibility that the narrator is some form of ghostly revenant: 

If I had a mother, she wore a checked winsey gown and fastened it with a brooch that had the 

picture of a boy on it.  He wore a velveteen suit with brass buttons on it,  and they said he was 

me.  But he is standing in green fields, and I have been wandering about London for a thousand 

years and a month.  That is why I have no friends now.  It is all so long ago.  

(567) 

Lisa Chaney reads this passage biographically, claiming that “here Barrie is speaking about 

himself, about his own shadowy identity. Jamie, the little boy, is searching for a reflection of 

himself in his mother’s eyes. But his mother, the one who matters most, doesn’t see him”    

(2005: 60). The interpretative leap would seem absurd were it not typical of the extent to which 

so many critics  and biographers have reduced Barrie’s work to the circumstances of his life, 

and in particular  to his relationship with his mother and the trauma of his elder brother’s 

childhood death.8 Chaney dismisses Barrie’s engagement with the doppelgänger theme as                      

a “youthful flirtation”  and reads duality only in the personality of the author.  Such a critical 

manoeuvre reduces the story and the writer’s craft to an unconscious expression of inner 

trauma.  The fact that Barrie may have written the story while himself lodging in Guilford 

Street might tempt us to locate duality in the mind  of the author, but the story shows too much 

awareness of the conventions of gothic fiction for  that argument to carry any weight.                          

The second half of this essay will look more closely at the way Barrie constructs duality within 

the short fictional frame of this story.  For if we begin thinking that the tale will be a study                  

of the psychology of a murderer, we end up asking who or what – if anyone  or anything – has 

been killed.  Although it is possible to see the story as muddled, beginning as one thing                         

and ending as another,  if read as a tale of the doppelgänger, and as an inverse of that tale’s 

typical narrative method,  the incongruities fall into place and its striking originality                  

becomes clear.  

Like other tales of the doppelgänger, duality is played out on more than one level                    

in  “The Body in the Black Box”.  If the opening paragraphs establish the theme in the form             

of the narrator’s internalised division, the succeeding sections locate it in the relationship 

between the narrator and the young man.  The narrator is himself a shadow whose obsessive 

pursuit casts him in the role of the young man’s dark double:  “When he stopped, I stopped, 

and when he went on,  I went on too.  I waited for him at doors, and once when he took a ’bus 

I ran behind it. When he got down, then we went on as before. I never left him” (1885: 567).  

As I will go on to show, the end of the tale encourages us to believe the two men are one                   

and to view the events of the story as the displacement of the outwardly respectable side                   

of a man by his dark inner double.  The real Jekyll and Hyde battle lies not between the narrator  

 
8 The most extreme example of this critical approach, exceptional only in the extent to which it doggedly 

and dogmatically pursues a biographical interpretation of every word Barrie wrote, is Geduld 1971.  
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and his shadow but between the narrator and the young man. And significantly, in terms                      

of the doppelgänger tradition, the conclusion of the battle is configured  in terms of writing. 

The innovation of Barrie’s tale is that he allows Mr Hyde not only to win the battle but                 

to write the story.  

 In most fictions of the double, the narrative point of view is that of the character whose 

stability and sense of identity is threatened by a shadowy double. In Edgar Allan Poe’s 

“William Wilson” (1840), the double who haunts the dishonest, immoral narrator is his better 

self – his conscience – which the narrator brutally murders in the story’s denouement.                           

In Dostoevsky’s “The Double” (1846), the socially inept Golyadkin is shadowed by his 

younger more sociable lookalike who attempts to take over his life.  In each case the point of 

view – and more importantly the narrative voice – is that  of the haunted, not the haunter.                    

This is true of other doppelgänger tales as well. E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Medardus in The Devil’s 

Elixir (1815), James Hogg’s Robert Wringham in The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a 

Justified Sinner (1824), and Stevenson’s Dr Jekyll get to tell their stories;  their doubles do not.                     

“The Body in the Black Box” reverses this convention by writing the story from the perspective 

of the shadow.  While Poe’s story gives the final moralising words to the doppelgänger                  

– “in my death see by this image, which is thine own, how utterly thou hast murdered thyself” 

([1840] 1998: 83) – Barrie goes one step further by giving voice and pen to Mr Hyde.                       

The young man’s writing stool  is usurped.  We never get to hear his tale.9  

 Hints that the two men are dual sides of the same personality occur throughout the story.  

In contrast to most tales of the doppelgänger, it is their opposite characteristics, not their 

similarities of looks, which are emphasised.  This emerges most conspicuously in the narrator’s 

obsession with the young man’s smile and his laughter: 

Twice that day I saw him at the window. It was a grimy window of wrinkled glass, but I saw 

him looking down into the street. There was another one with him, and they were always 

laughing. They did not see me, but I knew why they laughed. He was telling his friend about 

me. […] I tried to laugh, but I could never laugh. I was glad to see him happy. I was to kill him. 

 (Barrie 1885: 567) 

Killing the smile and the laughter becomes the object of the paranoiac pursuit. If the two men 

are viewed as one, the narrator’s quest to kill the smile is a quest to eliminate that aspect of his 

personality which, as one half of the double, he lacks. Barrie’s handling of this idea is subtle.  

When first poised  to accomplish the deed, the narrator “twist[s] his mouth round to make him 

smile” (567).  But at this point he is unable to kill him. In the actual murder scene, by contrast, 

he waits for the smile to appear:  

I stood waiting for him to smile. … I stood there a long time. At last he smiled, and then the 

coffin-lid opened wide. I shut the door and he saw me. He did not smile. I took his head in my 

hands, my thumbs gripping his chin, and pressed hard; I kept them there till there was no shape 

in his face and his eyes fell out. When I saw he was dead I tried to make him smile. I carried 

him to the black box and laid him in it, and the lid shut on him with a snap.  

(568) 

The young man must first smile and then have the smile wiped off his face for the double to 

kill that side of his personality. And the fact that the coffin-lid opens and shuts seemingly of 

its own accord appears as vindication of the narrator’s task.  

 
9 Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818) might be viewed as an exception to the examples mentioned here 

as the monster does get to tell his story, but the contrast with Barrie’s tale still holds since Frankenstein 

is not himself silenced.   
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 Another of the narrator’s obsessions further develops this theme. Early in the pursuit 

he notices “a red mark” on his victim’s neck “that his collar tried to hide” (567).  The red mark 

becomes connected with a change in the young man which disturbs the narrator and inhibits 

his capacity for murderous action: “Once he went into a shop and I waited for him. He stayed 

a long time and when he came out there was something different about him but I could not 

make out what it was” (567).  This incident occurs directly before the young man visits his 

sweetheart, and a little further on the narrator discovers the answer to his question: 

He went into the shop two days afterwards, and I looked in again and found it out.  I saw  what 

the change in him was now. I always walked behind him, and never took my eyes off his neck. 

He got something in the shop to rub on the red mark before he went to the house in Mornington 

Road.  

(567) 

Necks play an important part in Barrie’s first book, Better Dead.  In this subversion of 

the shilling shocker, the President of the Society for Doing Without Some People – a secret 

organisation that kills prominent members of society it considers worthless and thus “better 

dead” – lusts  “in delicious ecstasy” after the protagonist’s “very long neck” (1887: 140).                    

In  “The Body in the Black Box,”  the emphasis is less on the neck and more on the red mark,  

the erasure of which  becomes increasingly vital to the narrator’s murderous design.  It is 

tempting to link this idea with vampirism,10  but the red mark serves here as a sign of 

imperfection or impurity which the young man attempts to erase before he visits his sweetheart.  

Significantly,  the narrator decides that he will kill him only when the mark has disappeared 

entirely:  “every night I climbed into his room and looked  at it when he slept, and it got smaller 

and smaller.  He was glad to see it going, and so was I” (1885: 567). Just as he must wait for 

the smile to appear,  the dark double must wait for the imperfection to disappear before he can 

kill the outwardly pure side of his personality: 

I was tired of waiting now, but I could not kill him till the mark was gone […] It got less and 

less, but sometimes it was redder than ever, and then I stamped my feet. When I had to hold a 

candle close to his neck before I could see it I trembled with joy. The first time I did that was 

on the ninth night. It was more distinct again on the tenth, and on the thirteenth it had 

disappeared. Then I knew I would kill him that day.  

(568) 

Barrie’s most imaginative twist on the doppelgänger theme comes in the killing scene.  

When the doppelgänger finally crosses the threshold and follows his victim into the office, the 

narrator relates how  the young man “took off his coat and sat down on a high stool and began 

to write”.  Then, after killing him, and placing his body in the black box, he records how “I put 

on his coat, and sat down on his stool, and began to write” (568).  Writing – as opposed to 

merely narrating – is an important trope in nineteenth-century tales of the doppelgänger, where 

the battle between doubles often becomes a fight to enshrine a narrative confession in 

manuscript or print.  Poe’s William Wilson opens his narration with “the fair page now lying 

before me” into which he will  “embody a record of my later years of unspeakable misery and 

unpardonable crime” ([1840] 1998: 66). At the end of Stevenson’s Strange Case,                               

Jekyll hurries to  “lay down the pen and seal up my confession” before “the throes of                      

change take me in the act of writing it”,  which would give Hyde the opportunity to  “tear it in 

pieces” ([1886] 2004: 73).  

 
10 In Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1897) the red marks left on Lucy’s neck after she is bitten by Dracula, 

and the red scar that appears on her forehead after Van Helsing has attempted to bless her,  disappear 

at the end of the novel when she has been cleansed of vampirism.  
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In Confessions of a Justified Sinner the tortured Robert Wringham desperately resists the 

attempts of Gil Martin, his diabolical double, to prevent the printing of the manuscript 

containing his “confessions”.  Barrie subverts the pattern found in these and other tales by 

allowing  the doppelgänger to take possession of the story.  Having seized the pen, the narrator 

becomes  the author of his double’s life: 

I am well and happy now. I live in his lodgings and do his work, and they all think I am he. 

When I am alone in the office I try to open the lid of the coffin, but it will not move. I know    

he is there, but I would like to see him.  

(Barrie 1885: 568)  

The apparently convincing assumption of the young man’s identity introduces an extra 

ambiguity to the psychological pattern of the story. While “I am well and happy now” suggests 

that the tortured mind of this paranoid schizophrenic has been corrected, “they all think                 

I am he” sustains the notion of division.  Furthermore, the narrator’s urge to see inside the 

coffin might be read as a desire to banish any doubt that the smiling side of his personality has 

been displaced.  The final lines of his narration suggest something more sinister, however: 

On Thursday she is to marry me: we are to live at Mornington Road. She, too, thinks I am he. 

My employer asked me what he would give her for a wedding present? And I said the black 

box in the office. I think she will be able to open it, and then we shall see if he is smiling still. 

 (568) 

The young woman, it seems, will discover the real nature of her fiancé – the evil that lies 

beneath the surface skin – only when she has married him.  

If the narrator’s testimony concludes open-endedly, a further level of ambiguity is 

introduced by the closing frame.  The final paragraph of the tale employs a familiar trope of 

the gothic genre  by recounting the discovery of the manuscript we have just been reading: 

This manuscript was found some months since in an otherwise empty desk in a home in 

Guilford Street.  It had been the property of a lodger who had taken a room in the house about 

a year ago.  The irregularity of his habits disturbed his landlady, who never knew when he was 

in the house, and though she considered him a very quiet amiable young man,  she gave him 

notice to quit.  He disappeared that night, as he had sometimes done before,  but she never saw 

him again. […]  His landlady thinks he was in an Insurance Office,  but he never spoke  to her 

of his affairs.  

(568) 

As noted above, it is established early on that the young man’s lodgings are in Guilford Street. 

If the narrator has assumed his position in life, then the discovery of the manuscript in these 

lodgings has internal logic.  On the other hand, the mention of this otherwise “amiable” young 

man’s irregular habits and his predilection for disappearing at night again raises the suggestion 

of duality.  Are the tenant and the author of the manuscript – who also has a predilection for 

disappearing at night –  one and the same? The landlady’s assertion that “no friends called”             

on her tenant “and he got no letters” (568) is more consistent with the narrator’s solitary 

personality than the image of the young man encountered in the manuscript. The ambiguous 

conclusion forces the reader to track back to a passage from the narrator’s story previously 

quoted where he mentions his own landlady:  
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My landlady tried to get my secret out of me […]. One night when he was in bed I went back 

to my lodgings and opened the door, and she was standing there with a candle in her hand. She 

asked me if I had been murdering people, and I put my finger on my lips and she smiled, and 

then I went away.  

(568) 

Tellingly, for a writer so exact in his reference to street names, the narrator neglects to inform 

us where his own lodgings are. The gaps in the text leave open the possibility that this is the 

same landlady, and that the “he” and the “I” in this passage are fractured parts of a whole:                

the amiable side of one man’s personality lying safe in his bed, and the murderous side which 

disappears at night and so disturbs his landlady.  

The closing sentences of the tale add weight to this interpretation by picking up on 

further details found in the narrator’s account.  The landlady recalls that her tenant 

used to sit by the fire staring straight before him, and from his reflection in the cheval glass 

above it, she sometimes saw him laughing to himself. On one of these occasions she noticed                

a red mark on the back of his neck. There was nothing on the mantelpiece to attract any-one’s 

attention. Its only ornaments were two glass vases and a small black box.  

(568) 

In addition to the red mark on the back of the neck (the outward sign of the young man’s 

imperfection that the narrator is so eager to erase), the reference to the tenant “laughing                         

to himself” while gazing at his reflection leads us to re-think a crucial component of                               

the narrator’s story.  The division that exists in the story between a man whose laughter evokes 

murderous intent in another man who is himself unable to laugh is here dissolved into the image 

of a single man laughing to himself.  If laughing  to one’s self is sometimes associated                       

with mental illness or schizophrenia, in the doppelgänger  tradition it commonly signifies 

demonic possession.  In Hoffmann’s The Devil’s Elixir, both the narrator Medardus and his 

diabolical double are frequently portrayed as laughing involuntarily,  and Medardus eventually 

dies of a fit of laughter.  In Barrie’s story we are clearly meant to link the image of schizoid 

laughter in the landlady’s account with the way laughter is presented in the narrator’s 

manuscript as something fractured into the opposite personalities of the narrator and the      

smiling young man.  

The image with which the text leaves us – the “small black box” on the mantelpiece – 

also encourages us to rethink a crucial moment in the narrator’s story.  The black box is first 

mentioned by the narrator on the single occasion he refers to his shadow after he has resolved 

to kill  the young man: 

I only saw It once again. It came one day when I stood at his open office-door looking in at 

him. It told me to put him in the black box. I crept down the stairs, and ran up and down                       

the street waving my hands. Now I knew where to put him. The black box stood against one of 

the office walls, and it was a coffin. I knew I could put him there and no one would know,               

for nobody opens coffin-lids.  

(568)  

If we trust the landlady’s statement, the black box that leans against the office wall appears to 

be nothing more than a fantastic transformation of the object that her lodger’s divided 

personality confronts while gazing at himself in the mirror.  
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 Duality and demonic possession remained a fascination for Barrie long after he had 

become  the most popular playwright of his age.  The theme runs through several of his mature 

works,  and in 1916 he completed a one-act play, “The House of Fear,” that reworks the main 

theme of “The Body in the Black Box.”11  The play was never performed, but the surviving 

typescript demonstrates Barrie’s considerable theatrical craft in the stage presentation of a man 

who appears in three different guises all played by the same actor. In a dream sequence,                 

which does not become apparent as such to the audience until the end of the play,  we witness 

a battle for the soul of the elderly Mr Lapraik between his youthful former self and his evil 

alter-ego. Though separated in composition by some three decades, the presentation of the 

doppelgänger theme in “The House of Fear” bears comparison with the earlier story.  Specific 

echoes can be found in Lapraik’s remark that the double “walked invisible in the streets beside 

me”  and tried “to push me out of my office chair”  (Barrie 1992: 22). One of the recurring 

images of “The Body in the Black Box” – the scarf which the narrator’s shadow pulls over its 

face – also appears in “The House of Fear”, worn in the dream sequence by Lapraik’s 

manservant Fenton and used as the murder weapon with which the evil Lapraik kills him.  

Towards the end of the play, Lapraik, in his youthful guise, recounts to his wife the moment 

he was first visited by his double, commenting:  “I knew that the degenerate thing that I had 

become was trying to push me out of this shell that is called me, and to take my place” (22).                         

Thirty years earlier, Barrie had explored the same idea in an entirely different mode                        

which, though miniaturist by comparison with the artistic possibilities of the stage,  

nevertheless shows how, even at this early stage of his career, he was fully able to exploit         

the opportunities provided by different forms and genres in a highly original way. 
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